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RULES 

The basic rules are rule 1 through rule 22.  The optional advanced rules start with rule 23, Advanced 
Command Control. 

 
Rule 5.1.6 Discarding Ineffective Cards (new rule) 
Once per turn and up to four times per game a player may discard one FoW card of his choice and 

immediately draw another.  
If there is a referee, a player may appeal to the referee to allow him to draw another FoW card. The referee 

may either allow the removal and then allow the player to draw another FoW card or he may remove the card 
without replacement. 

 
Designer’s Note 
During the course of the game, a player may draw a FoW card that has no bearing on the situation and he 
may wish to discard the ineffective card. If there is a referee he may decide the card has little bearing on 
this game in which case the player may draw another. The referee also has the option of removing the card 
without a replacement.  

 
Rule 6.2.7 Rally Orders.  
Add the following: “Command stands which issue rally orders are treated as following the rally order 

themselves, and are subject to its effects on movement and fire.” 
 
Rule 10.2 Field-of-Fire 
In the first sentence of the rule, delete the words “and personnel stands in BUA.” 
Add the following additional section to the rule: 
 
10.2.1 Field-of-Fire in BUA 
All stands located in the center sector of a BUA have a 360-degree field-of-fire. 
All stands located in a perimeter sector of a BUA have their normal field-of-fire out of the BUA, as if facing 

directly out the side, but also have a 360-degree field-of-fire within the BUA.  
 

Rule 11.3 Line of Fire.  
In the first sentence, delete the following words: “…and Heavy Infantry Weapons (HIW) stands…” 

 
Rule 11.5.4 Concealing Terrain  
Change the last sentence of the rule to read: “No stand may be fired on by direct fire until 

spotted.” Note that this deletes all reference to being able to fire separately at spotted man-made 
obstacles.   
 

Rule 17.3.2 Multiple Firing Guns.  
The third paragraph should read, “All of the guns subordinate to a command/ observation stand…” (not a 

“command or observation stand”) 
 
Rule 19.1.1 Forced Back 
Add the following sentence to the end of the first paragraph: 
However, a stand may never be forced back into contact with an enemy stand. 
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Rule 33.2.2 Damaged Built-Up Areas (BUA) 
Change the second sentence of the rule to read, “Strong BUA are remain hard cover  but flimsy BUA are 

reduced to light cover.” 
 

Add the following sentence to the end of the paragraph: “All vehicle stands in a BUA which is reduced to 
rubble suffer a force back result.” 

 
 

  
 


